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Abstract: 
For both, clean-slate and evolutionary approaches towards the design of future 
networks, one of the most important questions being raised is: “How can the well 
known and very successful FCAPS network management framework be adopted and 
extended as necessitated by emerging network architecture designs for Self-
Managing Networks?”.  Partly as a result of our research work in ANA, we recently 
developed and published a framework called UniFAFF that answers the posed 
question with respect to moving from today’s Fault-Management and practices whose 
processes are not autonomic i.e. not automatically interacting with each other in a 
kind of control loop(s) structure(s), to making Fault-Management processes become 
autonomic as necessitated by Self-Managing Networks. UniFAFF stands for Unified 
Framework for Implementing Autonomic Fault-Management and Failure-Detection 
for Self-Managing Networks [1]. A draft implementation architecture for ANA, 
derived from the generic architecture of the UniFAFF framework, is presented in 
ANA Deliverable D.3.5v1 [2]. Our continuing research has been to refine parts of the 
draft architecture presented in D.3.5v1 and implement selected components and 
interfaces of the architecture as ANA Bricks with corresponding APIs. Among the 
components are also Functional Blocks(FBs) that form Compartments with peers in 
an ANA network. Of particular interest have been the following Components: 

1. Incident Information Dissemination Engine (IDE) and its Information 
Dissemination methods such as Flooding and Gossip protocols. IDE-FBs 
form a Compartment in an ANA network. Flooding FBs form a Compartment 
in an ANA network. Gossip FBs form a Compartment in an ANA network. 

2. The Registries of the Failure Detection Engine (FDE) for registering 
information about node-local incidents (faults, errors, failures, alarms), as 
well as incidents received by the IDE from the network.  

3. Some user bricks that demonstrate the diverse aspects of the usage of the FDE 
(CDE) Registries, as is expected of each ANA brick by the FDE framework 
(i.e. a Requirement!). A small virtual ANA network of three nodes, in which 
we can show how information (alarm/incident) flows among entities and 
nodes has been used. 

This deliverable reports on the first attempt to implement the UniFAFF framework for a 
clean-slate type of network design—namely the ANA network architectural design. This 
research work has been published in the proceedings of the International Conference on 
the Latest Advances in Networks (ICLAN 2008) [12]. A paper has also been submitted 
(currently under review) [14], which presents lessons learnt from:  Implementation and 
Evaluation of a Framework for Incident and Alarm Information Dissemination in 
Autonomic/Self-Managing Networks: A Case Study for ANA Networks. 
 
 
Keywords: 
A Unified Framework for Implementing Autonomic Fault-Management and 
Failure-Detection for Self-Managing Networks, Components and Functional 
Requirements for the UnFAFF/FDE Framework. 



Executive Summary 

Today’s network management as known within the FCAPS management framework [12], 
is moving towards the definition and implementation of “self-managing” network 
functions, with the aim of eliminating or drastically reducing human intervention in some 
of the complex aspects or daunting tasks of network management. The Fault-
Management plane of the FCAPS framework [1] deals with the following functions:  
fault-detection, fault-diagnosis, localization or isolation, and fault-removal. For both, 
clean-slate and evolutionary approaches towards the design of future networks, one of the 
most important questions being raised is: “How can the well known and very successful 
FCAPS network management framework be adopted and extended as necessitated by 
emerging network architecture designs for Self-Managing Networks?”.  Partly as a result 
of our research work in ANA, we recently developed and published a framework called 
UniFAFF that answers the posed question with respect to moving from today’s Fault-
Management and practices whose processes are not autonomic i.e. not automatically 
interacting with each other in a kind of control loop(s) structure(s), to making Fault-
Management processes become autonomic as necessitated by Self-Managing Networks. 
UniFAFF stands for Unified Framework for Implementing Autonomic Fault-
Management and Failure-Detection for Self-Managing Networks [1]. A draft 
implementation architecture for ANA, derived from the generic architecture of the 
UniFAFF framework, is presented in ANA Deliverable D.3.5v1 [2]. Our continuing 
research has been to refine parts of the draft architecture presented in D.3.5v1 and 
implement selected components and interfaces of the architecture as ANA Bricks with 
corresponding APIs. Among the components are also Functional Blocks(FBs) that form 
Compartments with peers in an ANA network. Of particular interest have been the 
following Components: 

1. Incident Information Dissemination Engine (IDE) and its Information 
Dissemination methods such as Flooding and Gossip protocols. IDE-FBs form 
a Compartment in an ANA network. Flooding FBs form a Compartment in an 
ANA network. Gossip FBs form a Compartment in an ANA network. 

2. The Registries of the Failure Detection Engine (FDE) for registering 
information about node-local incidents (faults, errors, failures, alarms), as well 
as incidents received by the IDE from the network.  

3. Some user bricks that demonstrate the diverse aspects of the usage of the FDE 
(CDE) Registries, as is expected of each ANA brick by the FDE framework 
(i.e. a Requirement!). A small virtual ANA network of three nodes, in which 
we can show how information (alarm/incident) flows among entities and 
nodes has been used. 

 
 



This deliverable reports on the first attempt to implement the UniFAFF framework for a 
clean-slate type of network design—namely the ANA network architectural design. This 
research work has been published in the proceedings of the International Conference on 
the Latest Advances in Networks (ICLAN 2008) [12]. A paper has also been submitted 
(currently under review) [14], which presents lessons learnt from:  Implementation and 
Evaluation of a Framework for Incident and Alarm Information Dissemination in 
Autonomic/Self-Managing Networks: A Case Study for ANA Networks. 
 
In this deliverable, along with the presenting the selected components of the 
UniFAFF/FDE framework, we present the ways to access the services of the UniFAFF 
prototype from any ANA brick, and on the evaluations and the lessons that we have 
learnt, while implementing the UniFAFF/FDE for ANA networks. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

The Failure Detection Engine (FDE) as presented in [1] is a unified framework for 
implementing autonomic Failure-Detection and Fault-Management for self-managing networks 
in general - UniFAFF. Figure 1 describes the version of the UniFAFF/FDE architecture that has 
been derived for the purposes of ANA and was presented in the ANA deliverable D3.5v1[2]. 
This version splits the framework, as defined in [1], in two major parts – the Challenge Detection 
Engine (CDE) and the Incident Information Dissemination Engine (IDE). Additionally the 
Autonomic Node Manager (ANM), the Resilience Engine (RE), the Monitoring Framework and 
the DMRepo Repository (for Dependability Models/Graphs of entities), all of them not being a 
part of the FDE, fulfil the overall picture of an autonomic node. 
 
The UniFAFF/FDE Framework is founded on the following principle: 
P0: In a self-managing node or network, failure-detection and fault-management must be 
co-operatively and/or collaboratively handled by a number of functional entities through 
the sharing of “knowledge” or “information” about failures, errors, faults, their points of 
occurrence or manifestations, their causality relationships, dependency relationships 
between entities (protocols, services, nodes, etc.) and context information etc. Functional 
entities have to use all such knowledge in order to execute or co-operatively request each 
other to execute some assigned fault-management related functions. In an autonomic node 
or network, there is a need for functional entities to co-operate and/or collaborate in fault-
detection, error-detection, failure-detection and fault-localization since one entity may be 
able to detect an incident within a time frame shorter that other entities can detect it (if at 
all). 
 
What this means is that functional entities of a node e.g. ANA bricks must be designed with this 
principle in mind, such that should a functional entity detect incidents such as errors or failures 
during the interaction with another functional entity, it should self-describe the incident and push 
the information into the appropriate Registries/Repositories defined by the FDE framework. The 
entity should then reason about the recipients of the information that need to be informed by the 
Incident Information Dissemination Engine(IDE) and request the IDE to disseminate the 
information according to the criticalness/severity of the incident. Similarly, when a functional 
entity e.g. an ANA brick is generating and Alarm, it ought to register the information into the 
appropriate Registry and request the IDE to disseminate the information according to the 
criticalness/severity of the Alarm. Bricks may also register for receiving information about 
reported incidents/alarms of some type from Repositories or the IDE. Such Design-
Requirements imposed on EVERY Brick of the ANA node by the UniFAFF framework, 
and HOWTO use the FDE (CDE/IDE) bricks are described in chapter 3 of this deliverable. 
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Next, we briefly present the main parts of the FDE for ANA networks, namely the CDE and the 
IDE. The CDE encompasses the core functions of the FDE that orchestrate and control different 
functions and components of the FDE, more specifically the Fault-
Diagnosis/Localization/Isolation functions, and a set of Repositories, designed to store 
knowledge in a structured way so that it can be easily searched and retrieved. The IDE of an 
ANA node is the component that offers services for disseminating incident 
information/knowledge to the network or to specific local bricks. It therefore should implement 
or make use of different types of information dissemination protocols/mechanisms, e.g. flooding, 
and different types of gossiping protocols/mechanisms that it employs depending on 
environmental constraints such as the traffic load, the state of different links or Network 
Interface Cards (NIC) of the node, or on the (time) criticalness of the information to be 
disseminated. The modules that realize the dissemination protocol algorithms are also to be 
implemented as separate bricks, so that their functionality can be directly used by other 
functional blocks and bricks outside the CDE/IDE.  
 
After selecting the basic and vital components for Autonomic Fault-Management in an ANA 
node, we have focused on the following parts of the UniFAFF that have been implemented as 
bricks and are available for usage by other functional blocks/bricks of an ANA node. 
 

1) Incident Information Dissemination Engine (IDE) [IDEs of ANA nodes form a 
compartment]. The IDE of an ANA node employs the following bricks 

a. Flooding brick – a brick that is used to disseminate the alarm/incident 
information across the network in the case that it has been classified as critical by 
the submitting entity. This brick floods the network with messages in order to 
ensure that the knowledge gets delivered as fast as possible. The flooding bricks 
of different ANA nodes form a compartment. 

b. Gossip brick – a brick that implements a gossip based disseminating scheme in 
order to deliver messages that are not considered critical by the entity that has 
submitted the corresponding alarm/incident information. The gossiping bricks of 
different ANA nodes form a compartment. 

In the current version the selection of the dissemination method is done only on the basis of 
the criticalness of the information. A topic for future work will be to extend the decision 
logic behind this selection and to use additional information obtained by some monitoring 
components. The need for the IDE to dynamically and intelligently select the appropriate 
dissemination method/protocol for incident and alarm information, is presented in our 
research results [13][14] as well as the factors that should be considered by an Incident 
Information Dissemination Engine (IDE) of a node. Two types of protocols that can be 
selectively employed by an IDE are also presented in more detail in [13][14], namely: 
flooding and gossiping. The extensible logic behind the decision making process of the 
IDE, in making the selection of an appropriate dissemination protocol while taking into 
account the criticality of the information to be disseminated and the network state of links 
and paths towards the intended recipients has also been presented. Indeed, the decision 
logic of the IDE can be extended, and that is part of our further study. 
 
2) Local Incidents Registry of the FDE(CDE) 
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3) External Incidents Registry of the FDE(CDE) 
4) Local and External Alarms Registry of the FDE(CDE) 

 
These are the basic functional blocks that facilitate the management of 
faults/errors/failures/alarms and back-to-life/recovery messages to and from the network. In 
figure 1 these components are outlined by the red dashed boundaries. 
 
The rest of this document is organized as follows: The next section contains information relating 
to terminology and abbreviations. Subsequently, section 3 provides an insight in the way the 
UniFAFF/FDE can be accessed, describing the two API levels provided. Section 4 presents the 
meta-models that must be used for storing information about alarms and incidents in the FDE 
repositories. After that, the sequence flows among the implemented components are presented in 
the form of sequence diagrams. Section 6 reports on the evaluation and performance tests that 
have been carried out, in order to prove the stability and scalability of the prototype. At the end, 
section 7 gives a conclusion, summarizes all issues that have been presented, and defines some 
challenges to be targeted by our further research activities within the ANA project. 
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Figure 1: The FDE as derived for ANA. The components in the dashed boundaries are considered 
as vital for providing the basic infrastructure for Autonomic Fault-Management. 
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2 TERMINOLOGY 

2.1 Abbreviations 
ANA - Autonomic Network Architecture 
FCAPS – Framework for Fault-Management, Configuration-Management, Accounting-

Management, Performance-Management, Security Management  
ANM – Autonomic Node Manager 
FB - Functional Block 
UniFAFF - Unified Framework for Implementing Autonomic Fault-Management and Failure-

Detection for Self-Managing Networks 
FDE – Failure Detection Engine 
CDE – Challenge Detection Engine 
IDE – Incident Information Dissemination Engine 
RE  -  Resilience Engine 
IDP - Information Dispatch Point  
IC - Information Channel 
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3 API – HOW DESIGNERS OF ANA BRICKS CAN 
MAKE A BRICK ACCESS AND USE THE 

SERVICES OF AN FDE/UNIFAFF BRICK 

The communication over the Information Dispatch Point (IDP) concept of ANA is based on 
“Message Passing”, which does not directly provide the classical idea of an Application 
Programming Interface (API) in the notion of a procedure call between bricks. In order to realize 
the request for a certain FDE brick functionality/service over an IDP and respectively over 
“Message Passing”, the FDE provides functions to convert messages in detectedIncident/Alarm 
objects and vice versa. These functions are exported over a header file and can be used by each 
functional block to communicate with the bricks of the FDE. We call this set of methods the 
FDE utility functions (see Appendix B). The FDE utility functions provide the basic way to 
request the services of the UniFAFF/FDE framework. In the course of the implementation we 
captured some issues that can be automated during the communication with the corresponding 
repositories etc., and wrapped them in functions thereby creating a new high level API (see 
Appendix C) that provides a convenient interface to the FDE. 
 

Design-Requirements imposed on EVERY Brick of the ANA node by the UniFAFF 
framework, and HOWTO use the FDE (CDE/IDE) Bricks 

Two important issues to understand for the ANA developers – the potential users of the FDE 
(CDE/IDE): 
 

1. Understand that there are design requirements imposed on every brick of the ANA node 
according to Principle P0 (see in the introduction chapter). The requirements are 
described below and in the detailed documents related to the architecture. Some of the 
requirements are marked “Requirement” along with the description of the required Meta-
Models (information models). 

 
2. The way to USE the services of the FDE (CDE/IDE) bricks. We consider four use cases 

for local clients (bricks) to employ the services of the UniFAFF/FDE – 1) Registering 
information/knowledge concerning {fault, error, failure}-detection or a generated Alarm  
into an FDE Repository/Registry-Brick; 2) Requesting the IDE to send 
information/knowledge concerning {fault, error, failure}-detection or a generated Alarm  
to local or remote entities(bricks) or the network; 3) Subscribing to an FDE  
Repository/Registry-Brick or  the IDE to received information of interest w.r.t . {fault, 
error, failure}-detection or a generated Alarm; 4) Receiving information from the FDE 
Repository/Registry-Brick or the IDE, according to the subscription. 
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The following are the two basic cases for communicating with an FDE brick – 1) Sending 
Information to an FDE brick from an incident-detecting brick or alarm-generating brick, 2) 
Receiving Information of interest from an FDE brick. 
 
Sending Information to an FDE (CDE/IDE)  Brick 
Assuming that the designer of an ANA brick is coding the required parts of a Brick code that 
handle the case when the Brick is detecting some fault/error/failure at operation/run-time, or is 
generating an Alarm to be disseminated by the IDE or by the Repositories to other entities (local 
or remote), the designer must follow the following steps. 
 

1) create a fault, error, failure or alarm information object/structure according to 
the“Detected Faults-Errors-Failures Meta-Model” or the “Alarm Information 
Description Meta-Model” (see descriptions in section 4). When using the high level API 
(see Appendix C) this first step consists of creating an event information object where 
knowledge about the alarm/incident is stored before sending a message to the FDE. 

 
2) gather all the available information about the alarm/incident and fill up the corresponding 

attributes/fields of the meta-model instance, when using the FDE utility functions (see 
Appendix B), or store the knowledge in the event information object  created before, in 
the case of using the high level API. 

 
3) use the corresponding FDE utility function  to convert the alarm/incident 

object/structure to a message or just submit the event information object to the 
fdeLogIncident/fdeLogAlarm/ 
fdeLogIncidentAndDisseminate/fdeLogAlarmAndDisseminate function when employing 
the high level API. In that context fdeLogAlarm and fdeLogIncident stand for the 
functions that submit the alarm/incident information to the corresponding FDE registry. 
The fdeLogAlarmAndDisseminate and fdeLogIncidentAndDisseminate functions submit 
the alarm/incident information to the corresponding registry and automatically trigger the 
dissemination of the information by using the services of the Incident Information 
Dissemination part of the FDE. The dissemination could also be explicitly triggered by 
the incident-detector functional block by using some of the functions 
(fdeTriggerAlarmDissemination or fdeTriggerIncidentDissemination) of the high level 
API, described in Appendix C. 

 
4) Eventually, store or trigger dissemination of the alarm/incident information by sending 

the message, created in the previous step, to the appropriate brick using the 
corresponding Information Dispatch Point (IDP). In the case of using the high level API 
functions, defined in trunk/C/include/fde.h, this action is automatically executed when 
calling the fdeLogIncident/fdeLogAlarm/ fdeLogIncidentAndDisseminate/ 
fdeLogAlarmAndDisseminate functions that have been briefly described in the previous 
point. 
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Receiving Information from an FDE (CDE/IDE) Brick 
Assuming that the designer of an ANA brick is coding the required parts of a Brick code that 
handle the case when the Brick intends to register for receiving information about reported 
incidents/alarms of some type from Repositories or the IDE, the designer must follow the 
following steps. 

1) receive a message over an IDP. 
2) use the FDE utility functions to detect the type of the object stored in the message – 

alarm vs. incident. 
3) use the corresponding FDE utility function to convert the message to an alarm/incident 

object/structure. 
4) Handle the alarm/incident information as coded in the business logic of the client brick. 

3.1 Processing an Alarm/Incident Information 
In this sub clause we introduce the program flow we assume after a user brick has detected an 
incident or generated an alarm. The actions that the user (brick, functional block) has to 
undertake are based on the Sending Information to an FDE Brick case described previously. 
 
After having detected a fault/error/failure or generated an alarm, the user functional block has to 
reason whether dissemination is needed and which entities are to be informed. The pseudo code 
below summarizes the expected actions.  
 
In the case when the incident-detector is not able to reason about the entities that need to be 
informed of the alarm/fault/error/failure, the incident-detector may use the 
fdeLogIncidentAndDisseminate, respectively the fdeLogAlarmAndDisseminate function of the 
high level API. These two functions would automatically trigger the alarm/incident 
dissemination to entities that have registered for receiving information of interest. In that case, 

1. if (I have detected an Incident(fault ,error, or failure) || I am generating an Alarm) { 

2.        reason if information dissemination is needed; 

3.        if ( informationDisseminationNeeded) { 

4.          reason about the entities that have to be informed; 

5. trigger dissemination of the alarm/incident information over the IDE, in doing so submit the 
entities to be informed. Thereby use the Sending Information to an FDE Brick  logic 
described previously; 

6.        } 

7. store the alarm/incident information in the corresponding FDE repository. Thereby use the Sending 
Information to an FDE Brick  logic described previously; 

8. } 
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the lines 4,5,6 and 7 in the above pseudo code can be dropped and replaced by a “call” to the 
Sending Information to an FDE Brick  logic that is then  employed by using  the 
fdeLogIncidentAndDisseminate, respectively the fdeLogAlarmAndDisseminate function, in its 
final step. 
 
On the other hand, there is the basic pattern when a user functional block wants to get informed 
about information of interest from a certain UniFAFF Repository, or from the IDE. Therefore, 
during its Initialization/Boot-up Phase the client brick has to register a callback function at the 
corresponding IDE/CDE-bricks. In a later stage this callback function is invoked by the IDE or 
by the specific repository after relevant information has arrived. In this case the user brick has to 
employ the FDE utility functions in order to parse the corresponding XRP message and to 
handle the information respectively. 

 

 
 

Brick Initialization: 

1. Register a callback for receiving information of interest from the IDE or a certain Repository brick. 
Supply thereby an alarm/incident filter object (see section 3.4.3 for more details), or simply keywords 
that define the knowledge of interest, in the case of using the high level API. 

… 

Upon the Invocation of a previously registered Callback Function:    

1. Use the FDE utility functions to obtain whether the message concerns an alarm or an incident 

2. Use the FDE utility functions to convert the XRP message to an alarm/incident object 

3. Handle the alarm/incident information as coded in the business logic of the client brick. 
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4 META-MODELS 

The essential ingredient of UniFAFF/FDE is the storage and respectively the access to 
information about events occurring in the network. This means that meta-models for the different 
types of events in the context of Autonomic Fault-Management are required. First of all, basic 
concepts like an alarm and a detected incident have to be modeled. Additionally, meta-models to 
store dependability or causality relations are required, in order to allow the reasoning for a fault 
behind an error or failure occurrence. The description and introduction of models for storing 
Dependencies and Causalities is beyond the scope of this document. In the following sub clauses 
the basic meta-models to be used in the FDE are presented. First of all a general representation 
of a functional entity is considered. Based on that model, additional vital objects of the system 
are defined such as a service, a threshold information object, an alarm, and a detected incident, 
 
First, we start with the description of an entity. In this context the term entity is used in the sense 
of an ANA functional block respectively information channel, or in general as a system 
component providing some functionality that can be accessed by other entities. The concept of 
an entity is the basis to model the fault/error/failure/alarm-objects to be used for fault 
management within the systems that implement the FDE. Figure 2 illustrates the entity model 
used in the prototype of the framework. 

 
Figure 2: The Entity model used in the FDE. 

An Entity object as currently considered has the following attributes: 
• entityID – this is an internal identification object for the entity. In the case of ANA this 

could be the IDP or the keywords used by the functional block to register in the (node-) 
compartment. 

• entityDescription - this attribute is a depiction of the entity in the form of a string 
containing the corresponding descriptive information. 

• enityLocation – the location, in the sense of e.g. a node, computer, subnet, link, path, 
where the entity resides. In the case of ANA the MAC address used by the Ethernet 
compartment or the IP address used by the IP compartment could be stored in this field. 
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• entityInterface – this field is intended to store a reference to the interface to use in 
order to access the functionality provided by the entity. In the case of ANA one could 
store the label of the IDP here, so that the entity described can be accessed for purposes 
like testing, verifying, Fault-Isolation and Failure-Detection. 

4.1 The “Alarm Information Description Meta-Model”   
After having defined the basic entity meta-model for the purposes of ANA, the next challenge to 
cope with is the modeling of the different types of information to manage.  First we focus on the 
“Alarm Information Description Meta-Model”. [2] defines the following requirement for the 
client bricks/functional blocks that are to be seen as potential alarm-generators.   
 
Requirement: When designing functional blocks the designer should ensure that a functional 
block that generates an alarm(s) includes in the generated alarms, information that will help with 
determining the cause of the potentially abnormal situation, e.g. the probable cause, including 
information identifying the alarm generating entity, and other information related to side effects 
as pointed out in [3]. 
 
Based on this requirement, and in order to be as close as possible to the standards defined in the 
area of modern networks, the model of an alarm as recommended in [3] has been taken into 
account and adjusted to the expected needs and specifics of ANA. 
 
Figure 3 provides an overview of the objects that build up an alarm. The Entity meta-model has 
already been considered as a basic one and has been presented. The additional modules (meta-
models) – thresholdInformation, alarmInformation – are presented in figure 4 and figure 5. An 
Entity object is used in the definition of the thresholdInformation, in order to identify the 
functional block (FB) or information channel (IC) that has reached a critical threshold value, and 
in the alarmInformation meta-model to refer, if defined, to a backup entity that could continue 
providing the service affected, if the alarm becomes a serious problem threatening the 
correctness or the availability of certain functionality. At the end, the alarmInformation object in 
an alarm, forms the core of its descriptive information. 

 
Figure 3: A class diagram illustrating the aggregation relationships that build up an alarm. 
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Following the above description of the aggregation relationships among the modules (meta-
models), every single component is next presented starting with the thresholdInformation, 
continuing with the alarmInformation and finishing with the alarm definition itself that 
aggregates all meta-models. 
 
A thresholdInformation meta-model is comprised of the following attributes as depicted in 
figure 4: 

• location – this attribute identifies the entity where the critical situation leading to this 
threshold alarm has occurred. 

• description – a description of the crucial threshold issue that generated the alarm. 

• thresholdLevel – the value of the crossed threshold. 

 
Figure 4: An object representing the information about a critical situation on a threshold. 

• observedValue – the observed value, after the threshold has been crossed. This may be 
different from the threshold value e.g. if the gauge can take only integer values and the 
threshold is respectively a rational number. 

• armTime – the time, at which the threshold was last re-armed, meaning either that the 
threshold was (initially) reset or that a state, in which the threshold is not generating an 
alarm any more, after having been in an alarm generating state, has been reached again. 

 
Figure 5: The meta-model that contains the core information about a generated alarm. 
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An alarmInformation object represents the core knowledge needed for alarm processing and is 
made up of the following attributes: 

• keywords – this is a set of keywords that have the task to describe the alarm information 
as extensive as possible. This field is intended to content vital information proposed by 
[3] such as the probable cause for the alarm, additional text and additional information. 
These keywords are also used for querying, in the case that a functional block wants to 
obtain particular alarm information from the corresponding repository. 

• perceivedSeverity – this field defines the severity of the alarm. It can take the following 
possible values as defined in [3]: 

o cleared - this severity level indicates the clearing of one or more previously 
reported alarms. An alarm having this severity level is intended to clear all alarms 
for a particular managed object that have the same alarm type and are described 
by the same or similar keywords. This automatic clearing of “correlated” alarms 
has not been implemented in the current prototype. However an ANA brick that 
has queried the respective repository could obtain this correlation on its own and 
set the corresponding perceivedSeverity. This would avoid unnecessary actions 
based on alarms having the same root cause that has been resolved for one of 
those alarms. 

 
o indeterminate - this level indicates that the determination of the severity status 

was not possible.  
 

o critical - the critical severity level indicates that a service is affected and that 
immediate actions have to be initiated. 

 
o major - the major severity level indicates that a service is affected and that urgent 

actions have to be initiated. 
 

o minor - the minor severity level indicates the existence of a non-service affecting 
fault condition and that some actions should be taken to prevent a service 
affecting situation.  

 
o warning - the warning severity level indicates the risk of a service affecting fault, 

before any effects have been observed. Actions could be required in order to 
prevent a situation of service malfunctioning. 

 
The constants used to denote the perceivedSeverity modes described above are 
defined in the corresponding header file (include/alarmInformation.h):  
ALARM_INDETERMINATE 
ALARM_CRITICAL 
ALARM_MAJOR,  
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ALARM_MINOR   
ALARM_CLEARED  
ALARM_WARNING 
 

• backupId – this attribute is dedicated to store a reference to an entity that could continue 
providing the service affected, if the alarm becomes a serious problem threatening the 
correctness or the availability of certain functionality. 

• thresholdInformation – this field contains a reference to a thresholdInformation object 
in the case that the alarm has been generated as a result of a threshold issue. 

• notificationId – this parameter provides an ID that is intended to be used in the process 
of reasoning on the basis of the current alarm and other notifications that are believed to 
be correlated to it. notificationIds are stored in the corelatedNotifications field of alarm 
information, which is described bellow. 

• timestamp - the corresponding timestamp. 

• corelatedNotifications – this attribute stores a list of pending alarms that has been 
determined to be correlated to the current notification. The information managed here can 
be used in the process of Fault-Isolation. 

• stateChanged – the stateChanged parameter indicates that there has been a change in the 
state of the system, functional block or information channel related to the alarm. 

• monitoredAttributes – the monitoredAttributes parameter contains information 
(normally the values at the point of alarm generation) for a set of attributes of the 
managed object. 

• proposedRepairActions - this attribute is used in the case that the cause for the alarm is 
known and the system being managed or the corresponding managing entity can suggest 
one or more solutions. 

 
 
The parameters, listed above, are mainly adopted from the recommendations in [3], hence it has 
to be noticed that some of them were slightly adjusted to our current view on the internal 
structures and dependencies in ANA. Another reason for this adjustment was to preserve certain 
flexibility in the early stages of modelling and implementation until we gain some experience 
with handling faults/errors/failures/alarms via the FDE.  
 
Additionally [3], recommends the parameter of Trend indication that is intended to describe 
information about the trend in the current state of the managed resources. In the meta-model 
presented, the trend indication information has been omitted due to the fact that it can be 
obtained by querying the corresponding FDE repositories and a definition that could restrict the 
flexibility of a “database” query was not considered as necessary. 
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Another important issue concerning the alarm information meta-model is the parameter probable 
cause. [3] contains a list of probable causes that can be used in a telecommunication network. 
Due to the fact that such a list is difficult to be regarded as completed, we decided to define the 
meta-model as flexible as possible and integrated this parameter within the keywords used to 
describe an alarm notification. 

 
 

 
Figure 6: The meta-model of an alarm that is intended to be used in the FDE. 

 
At the end, an object that represents an alarm and aggregates the meta-models above is presented 
in figure 6. This alarm representation consists of the following fields: 
 

• eventType – this parameter categorizes the alarm. [3] proposes 5 basic alarm types: 

o communications alarm type - an alarm of this type is related to the processes 
required to convey information from one point to another. 

 
o quality of service alarm type - an alarm of this type indicates degradation in the 

quality of a service that the managed object/system is striving to achieve. 
 
o processing error alarm type - an alarm of this type is related to a software or 

processing fault. 
 
o equipment alarm type - an alarm of this type is associated with an 

equipment/hardware fault. 
 
o environmental alarm type - an alarm of this type indicates unfavourable 

conditions in the environment where the equipment resides. 
 

The constants that stand for these types of alarms are defined in the corresponding 
header file (include/alarm.h) and are named as follows: 
 
COMMUNICATIONS_ALARM_TYPE 
QUALITY_OF_SERVICE_ALARM_TYPE 
PROCESSING_ERROR_ALARM_TYPE 
EQUIPMENT_ALARM_TYPE 
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ENVIRONMENTAL_ALARM_TYPE 
 
 

• eventInformation – this field contains an instance (model) of the alarmInformation 
meta-model depicted above. The instance describes the alarm and should contain all the 
relevant information needed to react to the notification. 

 

4.2 The “Detected Faults-Errors-Failures Meta-Model”  
 
The internal representation of a detected incident is another vital issue within the process of 
modeling the facilities related to the FDE. [2] defines the following requirement for the client 
bricks of the CDE/IDE related to the “Detected Faults-Errors-Failures Meta-Model”: 
 
Requirement:  A functional block that detects faults/errors/failures and registers this knowledge 
into the corresponding repository must include the following information (as described by 
appropriate concepts of the meta-model) in its knowledge description:  

• the identifier of the detecting entity (the functional block) i.e. process or thread 
identifiers, etc. 

• the identifier and interface description/identifier of the provider functional block whose 
service was being requested when an Error/Failure-Detection occurred. In ANA, this 
should include the identifiers of such concepts as the Information Dispatch Points (IDPs), 
the Information Channels (ICs) involved, etc. 

• what has been detected and the corresponding timestamp. 
• service-description and the identifier if known, and the failure mode if a failure has been 

detected,  
• the criticalness/severity of the problem.  
• the viewpoint, whether it’s an internal fault/error/failure or external. 
• any other information helpful in Fault-Diagnosis and Fault-Removal. 

 
These are the major points that have to be considered while modelling the detectedIncident 
structure we are going to use for the purposes of ANA. 
 
In order to realize the detectedIncident meta-model the Entity and the Service definition (see 
below) are required. Figure 7 is the corresponding UML diagram that illustrates the aggregation 
of an Entity and a Service in a detectedIncident meta-model. An Entity object is first used to 
indicate the functional block (FB) that has detected the error/failure/fault, and second to 
represent the FB that provides a certain functionality suffering because of the detected incident. 
The Service object depicts the service being affected. 
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Figure 7: A class diagram illustrating the aggregation relationships that build up a detected incident information object. 

 
The meta-model of a Service is presented in figure 8 and is based on the following 
attributes/fields. 
 

• serviceId – an ID of the service, e.g. the keywords used to publish the service, any 
thread/process identifiers, or an IDP label within ANA. 

• serviceDescription – a textual description of the service. 

• serviceInterface – an interface to access the service e.g. an IDP within ANA or a 
socket/pipe etc. connection. 

 
Figure 8: The service meta-model to use in the FDE. 

On the basis of the concepts of a Service and an Entity the detectedIncident meta-model is 
presented in figure 9.  Following fields are considered as necessary to describe an incident: 
 

• incidentType – this value indicates the type of an incident and can take the value error, 
failure, or fault. The respective constants are defined in the corresponding header file 
(include/detectedIncident.h): 

FAILURE  
ERROR  
FAULT  
 

• incidentId – This field was initially intended to be an internal ID of the incident, 
provided to facilitate incident management – registration, removal, retrieval. The 
implementation of what was initially intended regarding this field is related to some 
mechanisms for providing uniqueness of the incident ID. These mechanisms should be 
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similar to those used by different (cryptographic) hashing functions. This issue of 
incident information management is currently addressed by creating a sort of 
identification strings on the basis of the keywords provided. 

• detectingEntity – an Entity object that represents the functional block, which has 
detected the incident.  

• providerEntity - an Entity object that represents the functional block whose service was 
being requested when the Fault/Error/Failure-Detection occurred. 

• serviceDescription – a description of the service that was being requested when the 
Fault/Error/Failure-Detection occurred. 

• mode – according to [4] the mode of a failure indicates the way in which a failure is 
observed, describes the way the failure occurs, and its impact on equipment operation. 
The values stored here should be defined globally in order to specify a set of known 
observations. [3] suggests a list of probable causes for an alarm notification which we 
consider to be a good basis for defining the set of known incident occurrences in a 
system implementing the FDE. 

 

 
Figure 9: The meta-model of a detected incident that is intended to be used in the FDE. 

 
• timestamp - the corresponding timestamp. 

• viewpoint - the viewpoint, whether it’s an internal fault/error/failure or an external one. 

The possible values of the viewpoint field are declared in the corresponding header file 
(include/detectedIncident.h) and are named as follows: 

EXTERNAL_INCIDENT  
LOCAL_INCIDENT  
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• severity – this parameter is intended to store a value that indicates the severity of the 

incident. Similar to the Alarm meta-model following severity levels are considered: 

o cleared - this severity level indicates the clearing of the reported incident and can 
also serve as a back-to-life/recovery indication for a component/functional block.  

 
o indeterminate - this level indicates that the determination of the severity status 

was not possible.  
 

o critical - the critical severity level indicates that a service is affected and that 
immediate actions have to be initiated. 

 
o major - the major severity level indicates that a service is affected and that 

urgent actions have to be initiated. 
 

o minor - the minor severity level indicates the existence of a non-service affecting 
fault condition and that some actions should be taken to prevent a service 
affecting situation.  

 
o warning - the warning severity level indicates the risk of a service affecting 

fault, before any effects have been observed. Actions could be required in order 
to prevent a situation of service malfunctioning. 
 

The constants to use for setting the different severity levels are listed in the respective 
header file (include/detectedIncident.h) and bear the names: 

INCIDENT_CLEARED 
INCIDENT_INDETERMINATE 
INCIDENT_CRITICAL  
INCIDENT_MAJOR 
INCIDENT_MINOR 
INCIDENT_WARNING 

 
• keywords – This attribute contains some other information helpful in Fault-Diagnosis 

and Fault-Removal. Moreover, the information in this field can be used for realizing the 
possibility for ANA functional blocks to search in the corresponding repository for 
specific types of incidents. This means that any vital incident information that is 
intended to be retrieved by interested local clients (software components, bricks) should 
be described via a set of keywords in this array. 
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5 DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERACTION 

FLOWS WITHIN THE FDE/UNIFAFF 
 
In this chapter we come closer to the integration of the different components that have been 
implemented and present the communication flows that realize the processes of Autonomic 
Fault-Management within the UniFAFF. The concept of UML Sequence Diagrams [8] has been 
selected because of being a standard technique for describing communication between 
counterparts. This concept has many similarities to the Message Sequence Chart (MSC) 
diagrams that are widely used to model communication between entities normally associated 
with Specification and Description Language (SDL) system models [9]. 
 
Since the UniFAFF/FDE instance in a node is intended to be the functional block responsible for 
storing alarm/incident information and for facilitating the notification of other local functional 
blocks about alarm/incident knowledge, we first describe the way a local entity can consume 
information from the FDE. Suppose that an alarm-generator or an incident-detector somewhere 
in the network has submitted alarm/incident information in the corresponding UniFAFF 
repository on its local node. Two ways of informing a local alarm/incident information consumer 
(functional block or brick) of an fault/error/failure/alarm are considered - 1) If the entity that has 
submitted the information is a remote one, then the local IDE is informed by the IDE of the 
remote node and starts actions to disseminate the information locally, thereby informing the local 
information consumer, 2) If the functional block acting as an alarm-generator or an incident- 
detector is a local one, then the corresponding repository (Local and External Alarms Registry, 
External Incidents Registry, or Local Incidents Registry) is first being requested to store the 
incident information, and subsequently the IDE is informed over a listener/observer/callback 
function, or is triggered by the incident-detector with the dissemination of the incident 
knowledge, in which process the local information consumer is also notified. In the following the 
version of a sequence flow that is based on a listener/observer/callback function is simply called 
the listener version relating to a particular interaction case. 
 
Sequence Diagrams use an item called lost/found message to point out that the system has to deal 
with a message to/from the surrounding environment, in the current case - local/external 
functional blocks, local/external ANM, externally running monitoring tasks – and the 
receiver/sender is not really the point of interest. We are also not interested, of which brick is 
exactly the sender/receiver, but the knowledge whether this is a local or an external entity is 
important for some flows within the interaction logic. That is the reason why, two lifelines in 
addition to the components of the UniFAFF/FDE, are used – one representing the network and 
one representing the set of local functional blocks. 
 
Another interesting design issue is the practical realization of the Application Programming 
Interface (API) in the context of ANA. The Information Dispatch Point (IDP) concept of ANA 
does not support the classical idea of an API in the notion of a procedure call between different 
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bricks. What is instead to be used is the concept of Message Passing in the sense that a certain 
procedure call, used in the sequence diagrams, is to be encoded in a message, containing the 
function to be triggered and its parameters, which is then passed over an IDP to the 
communication counterpart. In the implementation of the prototype, a constant has been defined 
for each function/message that appears in the sequence diagrams. Based on these constants in 
combination with the FDE Utility Functions, presented in the previous sections, each 
UniFAFF/FDE client (brick or functional block) should be able to create an “eXtensible 
Resolution Protocol” (XRP) [5] message, used for communication in ANA that can be 
interpreted by the corresponding UniFAFF/FDE component and would invoke a particular 
service, offered by the framework. 
 
First, we start with having a closer look at the alarm processing within a single node. An alarm 
can be as well locally as remotely generated. Local alarms have to be inserted by their local 
alarm-generator (functional block) in the Local and External Alarms Registry. Afterwards, there 
are two possible flows – 1) The alarm-generator triggers the IDE to start with the dissemination 
of the alarm, whereby the local functional block should specify the clients (user bricks) and 
remote nodes that should be informed, or 2) The IDE is informed over a callback function of the 
alarm inserted and starts spreading the information to local clients, provided on the basis of 
information filters they have specified while registering at the repository, and to remote IDEs. In 
both cases the registry has to inform the ANM, and call the respective FDLI (Fault-
Diagnosis/Localization/Isolation) function (reasonForAnAlarm or reasonForAnIncident), so 
that a process of checking the nature of the alarm and stating weather it correlates with other 
events can be started. As already mentioned, the second case is what we denote by the term 
listener version in the following. We have implemented both possibilities in order to provide 
more flexibility to the client bricks that may not have the base to reason about the local entities 
that need to get notified of an alarm or respectively an incident. 
 
Figure 10 illustrates the actions to be initiated in the case when an alarm has been generated by a 
local functional block and all the calls are made by the alarm-generating entity. The if-else case 
based on the disseminationNeeded flag represents the fact that the alarm-generator itself has to 
reason whether dissemination is needed and has to trigger it correspondingly, e.g. in the case 
when the generating entity participates in a compartment (for instance the IP compartment) and 
the alarm has an impact on the services provided by the other participants (for example if a node 
or a link has failed concerning all functional blocks in the IP compartment because of a possible 
change in some routes). 
 
Figure 11 depicts the corresponding listener version – the second way for local alarm processing 
– based on the idea of the Local and External Alarms Registry triggering the IDE with the 
dissemination of the alarm information over a registered callback function.  
 
The interactions that have to be carried out after the IDE receives an alarm from a remote node 
IDE are described in figure 12. The IDE as an interface to the outside world accepts the message 
and has to manage the information by first inserting it in the corresponding cache, and following 
disseminating the information about the network alarm to all interested local functional blocks. 
In addition the ANM has to get notified, e.g. over a callback function registered at the repository, 
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about the incoming alarm message and the corresponding procedure of the FDLI block 
(reasonForAnAlarm) has to be invoked, so that a process of reasoning and correlating the alarm 
with other events is initiated. 
 
After receiving and processing an alarm, the IDE and the caches do not have to look after the 
way the alarm is handled after fulfilling the actions described in the figures 10, 11, and 12. 
Basically, the ANM and the triggered FDLI function would take care of further processing and 
would examine the alarm and evaluate the actions to undertake as a response.  
 
The next type of notifications that the FDE has to manage is the fault/error/failure messages.  
We summarize these three cases in the form of an incident message and present the 
corresponding sequence diagrams for the flows to handle incident information, as well as other 
interaction flows like periodical tasks, in Appendix E. 
 
 

 
Figure 10: Sequence diagram of the alarm handling within the FDE after a local functional block 
has generated an alarm. 
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Figure 11: Sequence diagram of the listener version of the alarm handling within the FDE after a 
local functional block has generated an alarm. 

 
 

 
Figure 12: Processing a remotely generated alarm. 

 
The above description of the flows within the UniFAFF/FDE contains a direct link between the 
IDE and the network in the form of a function invocation, which is called 
sendAlarmToRemoteEntities in the case of an alarm, and sendIncidentToRemoteEntities in 
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the case of an incident (see Appendix E). These are the methods that select the optimal 
dissemination technique and employ the flooding or the gossiping compartment depending on the 
criticalness of the information to disseminate. The need for the IDE to dynamically and 
intelligently select the appropriate dissemination method/protocol for incident and alarm 
information, is presented in our research results [13][14] as well as the factors that should be 
considered by an Incident Information Dissemination Engine (IDE) of a node. Two types of 
protocols that can be selectively employed by an IDE are also presented in more detail in 
[13][14], namely: flooding and gossiping. The extensible logic behind the decision making 
process of the IDE, in making the selection of an appropriate dissemination protocol while taking 
into account the criticality of the information to be disseminated and the network state of links 
and paths towards the intended recipients has also been presented. In this context the sequence 
diagrams in the figures 13 and 14, as well as the pseudo code below, describe the way flooding 
and gossiping for sendAlarmToRemoteEntities and sendIncidentToRemoteEntities function. 
 
Flooding: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 
Gossiping: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
  
 
 

• Initial Dissemination by the initiator node  
1. The initiator node sends the information to all peers in the network; 

• Forwarding behaviour of other nodes 
1. The receiving node gets a message from the network; 
2.  if (messageIsAlreadyKnownByTheReceivingNode) then 
3.    The receiving node ignores the message;  
4.  else  
5.   The receiving node sends the message to all peers in the network; 
6.  endif 

• Initial Dissemination by the initiator node 
1. The initiator node sends the message to k peers 
2. The initiator node sleeps for a certain time (e.g. the amount of time 

indicated by a Round Trip Delay(RTD) measurement, e.g. the 
maximum RTD between two nodes to be informed); 

3. If the maximum number of rounds to be initiated has not been 
reached => go to 1. there by selecting a new set of k peers; 

• Forwarding behaviour of other nodes 
1. The receiver node gets  a message from the network 
2.  if (messageIsAlreadyKnownByTheReceivingNode) then 
3.   The receiver node ignores the message; 
4.  else   
5.   The receiver node sends the message to k other peers; 
6.  endif 
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Figure 13: Sequence diagrams describing the dissemination of a message over the Flooding 

Compartment. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 14: Sequence diagrams describing the dissemination of a message over the Gossiping 

Compartment 
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6 EVALUATION AND PERFORMANCE TESTS 
 
Next, we present the sequence flow of the test scenario that has been used for validation and 
demonstration of the FDE/UniFAFF framework. Figure 15 provides a description of the test 
scenario used to validate the functionalities of the implemented FDE bricks. The simulation 
facilities of the ANA project (vlink) were used to create the test scenario. A vlink virtual 
physical layer was created on a single computer (Intel(R) Pentium(R) M processor 1.60GH, 
509.2 MB RAM), and three ANA nodes were attached to it. The ANA nodes were then able to 
communicate over the vlink using the Ethernet compartment. Four client bricks were created for 
evaluation purposes.  

• usrBrickFDE1 – This brick acts as an incident-detector and alarm-generator and submits 
the corresponding information to the CDE repositories on the local node. Subsequently this 
brick queries the repositories to check whether the retrieval of knowledge works correctly. 
At the end, the brick submits again incident and alarm knowledge to the registries thereby 
using the listener mechanisms of a repository to trigger the dissemination of the knowledge 
to interested local clients and to the network.  

• usrBrickFDE2 – This brick registers for receiving information of interest from the Local 
Incidents Repository. 

• usrBrickFDE3 – This brick registers at the IDE of the local node (using API-e) for 
receiving information about incidents and alarms stored in the repositories. 

• usrBrickFDE4 – This brick registers at the External Incidents Repository for receiving 
information of interest upon its arrival. 

The order of the actions that are issued by the different test bricks is given by their enumeration 
in Figure 22. Next we go through the numbered processes triggered by those actions: 

1 stands for “Registering at the Local Incidents Repository in order to receive Incident 
Information & Registering at the Alarms Repository for receiving Alarm Information”. 

2 stands for “Registering at the IDE for receiving Alarm/Incident Information”.  

3 represents the process of “Registering at the External Incidents Repository & Alarms 
Repository for receiving Incident & Alarm Information of Interest”. 

4  stands for “Storing Alarm & Incidents Information into the FDE Repositories”. 

4.1 represents the process of “Querying the FDE Repositories”.  

5 stands for “Storing Information in one of the Incident Repositories and Triggering 
Dissemination”. 

5.* denotes all the listener/callback information consumer actions that follow 5 and could 
be named “Getting Incident/Alarm Information from the corresponding Repository after a 
successful registration”.  
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Figure 15: A description of the test scenario used to validate the functionalities of the FDE.  

The bricks and the test environment described in Figure 15 have been used to execute different 
performance test and to check the stability of the implemented UniFAFF components. In order to 
achieve this, the brick acting as an incident-detector and an alarm-generator has been adjusted, so 
that it behaves as if “detecting” an incident and generates an alarm every three seconds and 
repeats this procedure 255 times. Every time the submitted information ran through the whole 
chain – 1, 2, 3, 4, 4.1, 5, and 5.* - thereby examining the stability of all possible aspects like 
listener mechanisms, querying, dissemination of information to interested local clients, 
dissemination of information over the Ethernet compartment using flooding or gossiping, etc. 
Thereby the system proved to be stable in general. However, some small problems were 
observed:  

• The periodical tasks (behaviour) of Repositories/Registries (see Figure 21 and Figure 22 
in Appendix E) that are responsible for the dissemination of uncleared alarm/incident 
information managed to overload the IDE with the dissemination of more than 200 event 
models at one point in time. This means that some mechanism for restricting the amount 
of information sent at once by the periodical task of a repository has to be considered (a 
subject for further research). 

• The other problem that was observed is related to the querying service supported by a 
repository – it seems to be problematic for the ANA core (Ubuntu-linux based), in that 
environment, to deliver a message that is bigger than somewhere around 33 000 bytes, 
which implies the fact that very large query responds (more than 80 objects) could not be 
delivered back to the requesting brick. 

Additionally the top [10] was used to measure the amount of memory used during the 
performance test. The measurements indicated that for storing 255 detected-incident objects and 
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255 alarm objects in each of the three virtual ANA nodes (this means a total amount of 
255x3=765 alarm and 765 detected incident objects), a total amount of 9140 Kbyte was 
consumed. This seems to be a good result, but should also be accepted as a warning that a 
garbage collection mechanism is needed to periodically swap out some of the alarm/incident 
information to an external database or to the file system of a node. 
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7  CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

In this document, we first briefly presented the Failure Detection Engine (FDE). Subsequently, 
its components that have been implemented for ANA - 1) Incident Information Dissemination 
Engine (IDE), 2) Local Incidents Registry of the Challenge Detection Engine (CDE), 3) External 
Incidents Registry of the Challenge Detection Engine (CDE), 4) Local and External Alarms 
Registry of the Challenge Detection Engine (CDE), 5) Asserted Incidents Registry of the 
Challenge Detection Engine (CDE)  – were described. After that, we focused on the different 
APIs and examples of employing services of the UniFAFF framework in ANA networks. 
Moreover, the basic requirements that are imposed on every ANA brick that is a potential user of 
the FDE have been defined based on the specification of the meta-models and the APIs of the 
CDE/IDE. The two basic information models to be used in the framework – 1) “Alarm 
Information Description Meta-Model”, 2) “Detected Faults-Errors-Failures Meta-Model” - 
were also described in detail. The understanding of these meta-models is vital for the users 
(developers of ANA functional blocks and bricks) of the framework as it turns out in the section 
that describes the way to access the services of the FDE bricks. As such, Design-Requirements 
imposed on EVERY Brick of the ANA node by the UniFAFF framework, and HOWTO use 
the FDE (CDE/IDE) bricks have been described in chapter 3 of this deliverable. Such design 
requirements need to be taken into account by designers of ANA bricks. The requirements can 
not be enforced since a lot of ANA bricks have already been developed, which do not conform to 
the design requirements imposed by the FDE/UniFAFF framework. For this reason, a number of 
User bricks that conform to the requirements have been developed in order to evaluate, as well as 
demonstrate the way the UniFAFF framework would work.  
 
The following are the two basic cases for communicating with an FDE brick – 1) Sending 
Information to an FDE brick from an incident-detecting brick or alarm-generating brick, 2) 
Receiving Information of interest from an FDE brick. 
 
Sending Information to an FDE (CDE/IDE)  Brick 

Assuming that the designer of an ANA brick is coding the required parts of a Brick code that 
handle the case when the Brick is detecting some fault/error/failure at operation/run-time, or is 
generating an Alarm to be disseminated by the IDE or by the Repositories to other entities (local 
or remote), the designer must follow the following steps. 

1) create a fault, error, failure or alarm information object/structure according to 
the“Detected Faults-Errors-Failures Meta-Model” or the “Alarm Information 
Description Meta-Model” (see descriptions in section 4). When using the high level API 
(see Appendix C) this first step consists of creating an event information object where 
knowledge about the alarm/incident is stored before sending a message to the FDE. 
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2) gather all the available information about the alarm/incident and fill up the corresponding 
attributes/fields of the meta-model instance, when using the FDE utility functions (see 
Appendix B), or store the knowledge in the event information object  created before, in 
the case of using the high level API. 

 
3) use the corresponding FDE utility function to convert the alarm/incident object/structure 

to a message or just submit the event information object to the 
fdeLogIncident/fdeLogAlarm/ 
fdeLogIncidentAndDisseminate/fdeLogAlarmAndDisseminate function when employing 
the high level API. In that context fdeLogAlarm and fdeLogIncident stand for the 
functions that submit the alarm/incident information to the corresponding FDE registry. 
The fdeLogAlarmAndDisseminate and fdeLogIncidentAndDisseminate functions submit 
the alarm/incident information to the corresponding registry and automatically trigger the 
dissemination of the information by using the services of the Incident Information 
Dissemination part of the FDE. The dissemination could also be explicitly triggered by 
the incident-detector functional block by using some of the functions 
(fdeTriggerAlarmDissemination or fdeTriggerIncidentDissemination) of the high level 
API, described in Appendix C. 

 
4) Eventually, store or trigger dissemination of the alarm/incident information by sending 

the message, created in the previous step, to the appropriate brick using the 
corresponding Information Dispatch Point (IDP). In the case of using the high level API 
functions, defined in trunk/C/include/fde.h, this action is automatically executed when 
calling the fdeLogIncident/fdeLogAlarm/ fdeLogIncidentAndDisseminate/ 
fdeLogAlarmAndDisseminate functions that have been briefly described in the previous 
point. 

 
Receiving Information from an FDE (CDE/IDE) Brick 

Assuming that the designer of an ANA brick is coding the required parts of a Brick code that 
handle the case when the Brick intends to register for receiving information about reported 
incidents/alarms of some type from Repositories or the IDE, the designer must follow the 
following steps. 

1) receive a message over an IDP. 
 
2) use the FDE utility functions detect the type of the object stored in the message – alarm 

vs. incident. 
 

3) use the corresponding FDE utility function to convert the message to an alarm/incident 
object/structure. 

 
4) Handle the alarm/incident information as coded in the business logic of the client brick. 
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In order to realise these communication patterns, the FDE utility functions presented in this 
document are needed. These methods provide an interface for accessing the already defined 
services of the FDE. We also presented the program logic that we expect to be implemented in a 
functional block when submitting information about an alarm/incident, or getting informed about 
faults/errors/failures/alarms that have been registered in the FDE. Wrapping up some sequences 
of FDE utility function calls, produces a new high level API, which makes the usage of the 
FDE much easier than the raw utility functions. 
 
The experiences gained in implementing UniFAFF/FDE for ANA, though we have not fully 
implemented the framework, show that UniFAFF is indeed applicable in practice for the 
emerging self-managing networks. Indeed the UniFAFF framework is very much applicable to 
clean-slate type of network designs, considering that it captures the design requirements imposed 
on functional entities (protocols, applications, services, modules and components, etc) of a node 
that ensure that knowledge about faults, errors, failures and alarms in a system and across nodes 
can be co-operatively shared among all the entities that can then react to such knowledge by 
triggering fault-tolerance/resilience functions and self-adaptation within a node and the network 
as a whole. This is explained by the key principle of UniFAFF presented in the introduction 
section of this deliverable. However, it is worthy mentioning that in order to implement the co-
operative processes of information/knowledge sharing among network entities as defined by the 
UniFAFF framework, the “Requirements” put forward in the framework need to be strictly 
followed by developers of the individual functional entities of an autonomic node. The 
“Requirements” themselves as pointed out in the definition of the UniFAFF framework need to 
be further refined and further extended. The other important issue to note is that the issues 
proposed in the UniFAFF framework still require a lot of more research and development in 
order to have a complete implementation of the whole framework that allows extensive 
evaluations beyond the what we have achieved so far, meaning that a larger testbed emulating a 
large scale ANA network would be required in order to fully evaluate UniFAFF in terms of 
information flow, resource consumption and network stability.  
 

The need for the IDE to dynamically and intelligently select the appropriate dissemination 
method/protocol for incident and alarm information, is presented in our research results [13][14] 
as well as the factors that should be considered by an Incident Information Dissemination Engine 
(IDE) of a node. Two types of protocols that can be selectively employed by an IDE are also 
presented in more detail in [13][14], namely: flooding and gossiping. The extensible logic behind 
the decision making process of the IDE, in making the selection of an appropriate dissemination 
protocol while taking into account the criticality of the information to be disseminated and the 
network state of links and paths towards the intended recipients has also been presented. Indeed 
the decision logic of the IDE can be extended, and that is part of our further study. Also for 
further study, are the issues to do with tuning the dissemination behaviour of the protocols we 
presented and the logic of the IDE, to addressing issues related to some of the other scalability 
issues not yet addressed in this on-going research work. For example, one could use the 
“severity/criticality” level of a reported incident or alarm, coupled with knowledge about the 
entities that may be impacted, in tuning all the algorithms and the decision-making logic of the 
IDE. This could require a study on capturing the Survivability requirements of diverse functional 
entities of a network, for use in driving the dissemination methods. 
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Our further research work will also involve further specification and design of the APIs of the 
Generic Architecture of UniFAFF we have not covered so far, and evaluate the performance and 
scalability of our design. Also, though early versions of the selected components are now 
available, the work on each of the items is still continuing. 
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APPENDIX A 

The Directories and Files that contain the FDE code in the 
SVN tree 
 
The version of the API of the ANA core upon which the implementation of the components and 
their APIs presented in this deliverable is based on API (0.1).  
 
Code documentation is available as doxygen (open source tool)-generated code documentation: 
available under the following branch in the SVN tree:  
https://subversion.cs.unibas.ch/repos/ana/ana-doc/Deliverables/D3.9/doxygen_D3.9.tar.gz 
 
The code of the FDE is located in three different directories within the ANA SVN repository 
tree. The directory – trunk/C/bricks/FDE contains the source and header files that are needed 
only by the components of the Failure Detection Engine, as well as the main brick files that 
realize each of the implemented components, e.g. ideBrick.c, localIncidentsRepositoryBrick.c, 
floodingBrick.c etc. The trunk/C/bricks/shared folder contains the source files of the API and of 
other utility functions that should, or can be used by functional blocks not being a part of the 
FDE. Additionally the trunk/C/ include directory contains header files that export the FDE 
functions and APIs to other ANA bricks. Following, we concentrate on the last two of the 
aforementioned directories that contain source and header files, which are exported and made 
visible to other bricks and respectively to their developers, who are willing to use the services of 
the UniFAFF/FDE. 
 

trunk/C/ include: 
• trunk/C/include/alarm.h- this header file contains the definition of an alarm that is used in 

the prototype of the Failure Detection Engine. 
 
• trunk/C/include/alarmInformation.h – this header file defines the alarm information data 

structure, part of the Alarm Meta-Model used in the FDE. 
 
• trunk/C/include/thresholdInformation.h – this file contains the definition of a meta-model 

that is used to describe a threshold, which is the cause for the generation of an alarm. 
 
• trunk/C/include/alarmIncidentFilter.h - contains the definition of an alarm/incident filter 

used by local clients to define their information of interest when registering at a 
repository or at the IDE. 
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• trunk/C/include/detectedIncident.h - this header file provides the definition of a detected 

incident, used in the prototype of the framework. 
 

• trunk/C/include/service.h – the model of a service, affected by a detected incident. 
 
• trunk/C/include/entity.h – a meta-model that defines the basic description of a functional 

block/entity is established in this header file. 
 

• trunk/C/include/clientDescription.h – the data structure to store the information about a 
local functional entity that has registered at a repository for receiving information of 
interest. 

 
• trunk/C/include/fde.h – this header file exports the functions of the high level API 

provided by the FDE. 
 

• trunk/C/include/fde_decl.h – additional declarations needed by the high level API of the 
framework. 

 
• trunk/C/include/fdeClientInitialisation.h – this header file exposes functions of the low 

level API that are intended to initialise the Entity representations of the FDE components 
in a client brick. 

 
• trunk/C/include/fdeServiceTypes.h – a set of constant definitions is provided here. These 

constants denote the different services provided by the bricks of the Failure Detection 
Engine. The file can be considered as a part of the low level API of the FDE. 

 
• trunk/C/include/fdeUtilityFunctions.h  - the definitions of all low level API functions are 

contained in this header file. 
 

• trunk/C/include/fdeUtilityFunctions_decl.h – additional constants needed by the raw/low 
level API of the system. 

 
• trunk/C/include/fdeXRP.h – this header file contains a set of definitions related to the 

format used for information exchange between the bricks of the FDE and other ANA 
components. 

 
• trunk/C/include/floodingEntity.h – exposes some constants that have to be used while 

requesting the services of the flooding compartment. 
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• trunk/C/include/genericGossipEntity.h – exposes some constants that have to be used 
while requesting the services of the gossiping compartment. 

 
• trunk/C/include/hash.h – the hash data structure and the corresponding functions defined 

here realize a facility for storing general information based on the separate chaining 
strategy [7]. Separate chaining means that every time collusion occurs within the hash 
table the entry to insert is added to a list residing on the place of the collusion.  

 
 
  

trunk/C/bricks/shared: 
• trunk/C/bricks/shared/alarm.c – contains dedicated functions to handle an alarm 

information object. 
 
• trunk/C/bricks/shared/alarmIncidentFilter.c – implements methods to deal with 

alarm/incident filters used to define the information of interest when registering at  a 
particular repository or at the IDE. 

 
• trunk/C/bricks/shared/clientDescription.c – some functions to handle the data object, 

defined in the trunk/C/include/clientDescription.h. 
 

• trunk/C/bricks/shared/detectedIncident.c – functions and mechanisms to handle detected 
incident information objects. 

 
• trunk/C/bricks/shared/entity.c – the source file implementing the functions, defined in 

trunk/C/include/entity.h. 
 
• trunk/C/bricks/shared/fde.c  - the implementation of the functions that make up the high 

level API of the FDE. 
 

• trunk/C/bricks/shared/fdeUtilityFunctions.c – the implementation of the functions that 
make up the raw/low level API of the FDE. 

 
• trunk/C/bricks/shared/hash.c – this is the code for the separate chaining hash table used 

by the UniFAFF repositories. 
 

• trunk/C/bricks/shared/service.c – functions to handle a service, affected by a detected 
incident. 
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• trunk/C/bricks/shared/thresholdInformation.c – these are the functions that facilitate the 
handling of a threshold information object, which describes a threshold that is the cause 
for generating an alarm. 
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APPENDIX B 

The Low Level API - FDE utility functions  
 
These functions can be used by other functional blocks, in order to convert an information 
model, containing the description of an alarm/fault/error/failure, to a message, which is 
subsequently passed to the UniFAFF/FDE. At this point we have to remark that the format that 
we use differs slightly from the XRP format proposed in [5] and widely used within ANA. The 
difference is that we omitted the ”number of arguments” field. However a developer using the 
FDE should not get confronted with this issue if using the FDE utility functions or the high 
level API. The methods listed below are declared as visible for external (not being a part of the 
FDE) entities in order to facilitate the communication to/from the framework. These are just the 
functions we consider to be the most important. The FDE utility functions encompass a great 
amount of methods. The way they work, their semantics, specification, and interfaces can be 
understood by getting familiar with the Doxygen documentation within the code 
(trunk/C/shared/fdeUtilityFunctions.c) or with the Doxygen API description 
(https://subversion.cs.unibas.ch/repos/ana/ana-doc/Deliverables/D3.9/doxygen_D3.9.tar.gz). 

• int isAnIncidentMessage(xrpMsg_t  data) 

This method gets an XRP message and finds out whether it contains an incident information 
model or not. The function has the following input parameters and return value: 

o  Input 

 data – a byte sequence representing the XRP message. 

o  Return value 

 0 if the parameter is an incident information model, otherwise 1.  

• xrpMsg_t  convertIncidentToXRP(detectedIncident *incident) 

This method converts the information stored in a detectedIncident structure to an XRP 
message. The function has the following input parameters and return value: 

o  Input 

 incident – a structure that holds the incident information to be 
converted/encoded. 
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o  Return value 

 the generated XRP message represented as a sequence of bytes or a NULL 
pointer if the conversion was not successful. 

• detectedIncident* convertXRPtoIncident(xrpMsg_t  data) 

This method gets an XRP message and creates a detectedIncident structure based on the 
information stored in it. The function has the following input parameters and return value: 

o  Input 

 data – a sequence of bytes representing the XRP message to work on. 

o  Return value  

 the incident created on the basis of the information stored in the data 
parameter or a NULL pointer if the processing was not successful. 

 
• int isAnAlarmMessage(xrpMsg_t  data) 

This method gets an XRP message and finds out whether it is an alarm information message 
or not. The function has the following input parameters and return value: 

o  Input 

 data – a byte sequence representing the XRP message. 

o  Return value 

 0 if data is alarm information message, otherwise 1. 

• xrpMsg_t  convertAlarmToXRP(Alarm *alarmInfo) 

This method converts the information stored in an Alarm structure to an XRP message. The 
function has the following input parameters and return value: 

o  Input 

 alarmInfo – a structure that holds the alarm information to be 
converted/encoded. 

o  Return value 

 the generated XRP message represented as a sequence of bytes or a NULL 
pointer if the conversion was not successful. 

• Alarm* convertXRPtoAlarm(xrpMsg_t  data) 
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This method gets an XRP message and creates an Alarm structure based on the information 
stored in it. The function has the following input parameters and return value: 

o  Input 

 data – a sequence of bytes representing the XRP message to work on. 

o  Return value  

 the Alarm structure created on the basis of the information stored in the data 
parameter or a NULL pointer if the processing was not successful. 

• hashEntry *convertXRPtoEventsList(xrpMsg_t data) 

This function extracts a list of events - incidents/alarms from an XRP. This function is 
mainly intended to be used when receiving a query result from a repository (see the 
corresponding example). 

o Input: 

 data - the corresponding XRP message. 

o Output: 

 a pointer to the list or NULL if anything has gone wrong. 

• xrpMsg_t addServiceID(char serviceId, xrpMsg_t data, int len)  

This method is used to create an XRP message that in addition contains the type of service 
requested. The function has the following input parameters and return value: 

o Input: 

  serviceId - contains the value of a constant that denotes the service to be 
requested. 

 data -  an XRP message that contains the arguments to be passed to the 
requested service. 

 len - the length of the message. 

o Output: 

 the new XRP message created on the basis of the data and the serviceId 
parameters, or a NULL pointer if the processing was not successful. 
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The services that can be passed to the last method and can be requested from the FDE 
bricks are defined in trunk/C/include/fdeServiceTypes.h. Here is a list of the services with 
their names and semantics:  

Services provided by the Alarms Repository 

• STORE_ALARM_INFORMATION - store alarm information in the repository. 
 
• STORE_ALARM_INFORMATION_AND_DISSEMINATE - store alarm information 

at the repository and trigger dissemination (over the IDE) to clients that have registered 
at the repository for receiving information of interest. 

 
 
• REGISTER_AT_REPOSITORY_FOR_ALARM_INFORMATION_DISSEMINATION 

- register at the repository for receiving information of interest. 
 
• UNREGISTER_AT_REPOSITORY_FOR_ALARM_INFORMATION_DISSEMINATI

ON unregister at the repository for receiving information of interest. 
 

• LOOKUP_ALARM - lookup an alarm on the basis of keywords encoded in the rest of 
the message.  

 
• SET_ALARM_RECOVERED - set an alarm status to cleared. 

 
 
• HANDLE_PENDING_ALARMS - this feature is used when the periodical 

dissemination of pending/uncleared alarms is initiated. 
 
• QUERY_ALARM_REPOSITORY - querying of the Local and External Alarms 

Registry on the basis of keywords. 
 

• GET_CLIENTS_INTERESTED_IN_ALARM - obtain all clients registered at the 
repository that are interested in particular alarm information 

 
 
 

Services provided by each Incidents Repository – “Local Incidents Repository”, 
“External Incidents Repository”, “Asserted Incidents Repository” 

• STORE_INCIDENT_INFORMATION - store incident information in the repository. 
 
• STORE_INCIDENT_INFORMATION_AND_DISSEMINATE - store incident 

information at the repository and trigger dissemination (over the IDE) to clients that have 
registered at the repository for receiving information of interest. 
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• REGISTER_AT_REPOSITORY_FOR_INCIDENT_INFORMATION_DISSEMINATI
ON - register at the repository for receiving information of interest. 

 
• UNREGISTER_AT_REPOSITORY_FOR_INCIDENT_INFORMATION_DISSEMIN

ATION unregister. 
 

• LOOKUP_INCIDENT - lookup an incident on the basis of keywords encoded in the rest 
of the message. 

 
• SET_INCIDENT_RECOVERED - set an incident status to cleared. 

 
 
• HANDLE_PENDING_INCIDENTS - this feature is used when periodical dissemination 

of pending/uncleared incidents is initiated.. 
 
• QUERY_INCIDENT_REPOSITORY - querying of the repository on the basis of 

keywords. 
 

 
• GET_CLIENTS_INTERESTED_IN_INCIDENT - obtain all clients registered at the 

repository that are interested in particular incident information 
 
 

Services provided by the IDE Compartment 

• DISSEMINATE_ALARM_INFORMATION - this service is used to trigger alarm 
dissemination. 

 
• DISSEMINATE_INCIDENT_INFORMATION - this service is used to trigger incident 

dissemination 
 

 
• REPORT_ALARM - the IDE receives alarm information from the network 
 
• REPORT_INCIDENT - the IDE receives detected incident information from the 

network. 
 

 
• REGISTER_AT_IDE_FOR_ALARM_DISSEMINATION - local functional blocks can 

register at the IDE for receiving alarm information. 
 
• UNREGISTER_AT_REPOSITORY_FOR_ALARM_INFORMATION_DISSEMINATI

ON – local functional blocks can unregister at the IDE for receiving alarm information. 
 
• REGISTER_AT_IDE_FOR_INCIDENT_DISSEMINATION - local functional blocks 

can register at the IDE for receiving detected incident information 
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• UNREGISTER_AT_REPOSITORY_FOR_INCIDENT_INFORMATION_DISSEMINA

TION – local functional blocks can unregister at the IDE for receiving detected incident 
information 

 

Services that can be requested from the Flooding Compartment 

(defined in trunk/C/include/floodingEntity.h) 

• DISSEMINATE_FLOODING_MESSAGE – request the flooding compartment to 
disseminate a message across the network. 

 

Services that can be requested from the Gossiping Compartment 

(defined in trunk/C/include/genericGossipEntity.h) 

• DISSEMINATE_GOSSIP_MESSAGE – request the gossiping compartment to 
disseminate a message across the network. 

 

Additionally a set of functions is provided (trunk/C/include/fdeClientInitialisation.h) that can be 
used during the start up phase of a brick to initialise the local Entity objects that represent the 
FDE/UniFAFF components in use. 

• void initAssertedIncidentsRegistry(Entity *assertedIncidentsRegistryToSet, anaLabel_t 
assertedIncidentsRegistryInterface); 

• void initAlarmRegistry(Entity *alarmRegistryToSet, anaLabel_t alarmRegistryInterface); 

• void initExternalIncidentsRegistry(Entity *externalIncidentsRegistryToSet, anaLabel_t 
externalIncidentsRegistryInterface); 

• void initLocalIncidentsRegistry(Entity *localIncidentsRegistryToSet, anaLabel_t 
localIncidentsRegistryInterface); 

• void initIDE(Entity *ideToSet, anaLabel_t ideInterface); 

• void initFloodingBrick(Entity *floodingEntityToSet, anaLabel_t floodingEntityInterface); 

• void initGenericGossipingBrick(Entity *genericGossipingEntityToSet, anaLabel_t 
genericGossipingEntityInterface); 

For a better understanding of the way the above functions should be used, we would like to 
kindly refer the reader to the examples in Appendix D.  
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APPENDIX C 

The High Level API 
 
The high level API emerged during the process of implementing the low level FDE utility 
functions. Some cases were recognized and captured where a sequence of FDE utility function 
calls can be wrapped up in a single method that can be used by the ANA developers. In fact, the 
high level API is nothing else than a wrapper around the raw utility functions. As a result we get 
a sort of logging system that can be employed in a way similar to how a developer uses the well 
known log4j or log4c logging systems. The high level API provides the following functions. 
 

• int fdeInit(char *KVRkeywords, struct anaMinmexSpecs_s *myminmex)  
This function initializes the information channels to the FDE – creates the IDPs and gets 
relevant information about the Fault-Management/Failure-Detection bricks to use. 

o Input: 
 KVRkeywords – the keywords to use while publishing at the local node 

compartment and creating an IDP for communication with the FDE bricks. 
 myminmex – a pointer to the minmex, to which the client/user brick 

calling that function is attached. 
o Return value: 

 0 if everything was ok, otherwise -1 
 

• int fdeRegister(char serviceProvider, char *entityId, void *interface, char *location, 
char *description, char **keywords)  

This function facilitates the registration at a repository or at the IDE for receiving 
information of interest.  

o Input: 
 serviceProvider - this constant denotes the service provider the client 

component wants to register at.  
Possible values are:  
LOCAL_INCIDENTS_REPOSITORY 
EXTERNAL_INCIDENTS_REPOSITORY 
ASSERTED_INCIDENTS_REPOSITORY 
ALARMS_REPOSITORY 
IDE 

 entityId – the identification string of the entity that wants to register. 
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 interface - a pointer to the interface – IDP, to use for communication with 
the entity registering. 

 description - a string describing the entity that wants to register. 
 keywords - a set of keywords to define the information of interest. 

o Return value: 
 0 if registering was successfull otherwise 1 

 
• int fdeUnregister (char serviceProvider, char *entityId, void *interface, char *location, 

char *description) 
This function facilitates the "unregistration" at a repository or at the IDE for receiving 
information of interest.  

o Input: 
 serviceProvider - this constant denotes the service provider the client 

component wants to register at.  
  Possible values are:  
  LOCAL_INCIDENTS_REPOSITORY 
  EXTERNAL_INCIDENTS_REPOSITORY 
  ASSERTED_INCIDENTS_REPOSITORY 
  ALARMS_REPOSITORY 
  IDE 

 entityId – the identification string of the entity that wants to register. 
 interface - a pointer to the interface – IDP, to use for communication with 

the entity registering. 
 description - a string describing the entity that wants to register. 
 keywords - a set of keywords to define the information of interest. 

o Return value: 
 0 if registering was successfull otherwise 1. 

 
• eventInformationObject* fdeGetEventInformationObject() 
This function returns an event information object to use for gathering information about an 
alarm generated or an incident occurred. 

o Return value: 
 an event information object to use, or a NULL pointer if problems 

occurred. 
 

• void fdeAddEventInformation(eventInformationObject *obj, char* informationType, 
void *info)  

This function gets an event information object, extracts from it the information relevant for 
an alarm, and returns an alarm information object. 

o Input: 
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 obj - the information object to add information to. 
 informationType - the type of event information submitted.  

Possible values according to the “Alarm Meta-Model” (section 4.1) and 
the “Detected Incident Meta-Model” (section 4.2) are: 
 
INCIDENT_TYPE  
INCIDENT_ID   
INCIDENT_DETECTING_ENTITY_ID 
INCIDENT_DETECTING_ENTITY_DESCRIPTION 
INCIDENT_DETECTING_ENTITY_INTERFACE  
INCIDENT_DETECTING_ENTITY_LOCATION 
INCIDENT_PROVIDER_ENTITY_ID 
INCIDENT_PROVIDER_ENTITY_DESCRIPTION 
INCIDENT_PROVIDER_ENTITY_INTERFACE 
INCIDENT_PROVIDER_ENTITY_LOCATION  
INCIDENT_SERVICE_ID  
INCIDENT_SERVICE_DESCRIPTION  
INCIDENT_SERVICE_INTERFACE  
INCIDENT_MODE  
INCIDENT_TIMESTAMP  
INCIDENT_VIEWPOINT  
INCIDENT_SEVERITY  
INCIDENT_KEYWORDS  
 
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_KEYWORDS  
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_PERCEIVED_SEVERITY  
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_BACKUP_ID_ID  
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_BACKUP_ID_DESCRIPTION  
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_BACKUP_ID_INTERFACE  
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_BACKUP_ID_LOCATION  
 
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_THRESHOLD_INFORMATION_L
OCATION_ID  
 
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_THRESHOLD_INFORMATION_L
OCATION_DESCRIPTION  
 
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_THRESHOLD_INFORMATION_L
OCATION_INTERFACE 
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ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_THRESHOLD_INFORMATION_L
OCATION_LOCATION  
 
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_THRESHOLD_INFORMATION_
DESCRIPTION  
 
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_THRESHOLD_INFORMATION_T
HRESHOLD_LEVEL  
 
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_THRESHOLD_INFORMATION_
OBSERVED_VALUE  
 
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_THRESHOLD_INFORMATION_
ARM_TIME  
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_TIMESTAMP  
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_NOTIFICATION_ID  
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_CORELATED_NOTIFICATIONS 
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_STATE_CHANGED  
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_MONITORED_ATTRIBUTES  
ALARM_EVENT_INFORMATION_PROPOSED_REPAIR_ACTIONS  
ALARM_EVENT_TYPE  
 

 info – a pointer to a variable that contains the value to store.  
 
 

• Alarm* fdeLogAlarm(eventInformationObject *obj) 
Over this method, the information regarding a generated alarm is stored into the 
corresponding repository. The information, gathered by the component that uses the FDE, is 
submitted using an event information object. 

o Input: 
 obj - the information object containing all the information concerning the 

event. 
o Return value: 

 the alarm submitted in the repository. 
 

• detectedIncident* fdeLogIncident(eventInformationObject *obj) 
Over this method, the information regarding a detected incident is stored into the 
corresponding repository. The information, gathered by the component that uses the FDE, is 
submitted using an event information object. 
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o Input: 
 obj - the information object containing all the information concerning the 

event. 
o Return value: 

 the detected incident information object submitted in the repository. 
 

• Alarm* fdeLogAlarmAndDisseminate(eventInformationObject *obj) 
The function submits the information regarding a generated alarm to the corresponding 
repository using the service that additionally triggers the dissemination to the clients having 
registered at that repository. The information, gathered by the component using the FDE, is 
submitted using an event information object. 

o Input: 
 obj - the information object containing all the information concerning the 

event. 
o Return value: 

 the alarm information object submitted in the repository. 
 

• detectedIncident* fdeLogIncidentAndDisseminate(eventInformationObject *obj) 
The function submits the information regarding a detected incident to the corresponding 
repository using the service that additionally triggers the dissemination to the clients having 
registered at that repository. The information, gathered by the component using the FDE, is 
submitted using an event information object. 

o Input: 
 obj - the information object containing all the information concerning the 

event. 
o Return value: 

 the detected incident object submitted in the repository. 
 
 

• int fdeTriggerIncidentDissemination(detectedIncident* incident, entityDescription 
*entities)  

This function can be used to trigger the dissemination of detected incident information over 
the IDE. 

o Input: 
 incident - the information object containing all the available information 

concerning the event. 
 entities - the entities - local & remote - to send the information to. 

o Return value: 
 0 if triggering the dissemination was successfull, 1 otherwise. 
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• int fdeTriggerAlarmDissemination(Alarm* alarmInfo, entityDescription *entities) 
This function can be used to trigger the dissemination of alarm information over the IDE. 

o Input: 
 incident - the information object containing all the available information 

concerning the event. 
 entities - the entities - local & remote - to send the information to. 

o Return value: 
 0 if triggering the dissemination was successfull, 1 otherwise. 

 
 
 

• alarmsList* fdeQueryAlarm(char **keywords) 
This function facilitates the querying of the alarm repository based on the set of keywords 
submitted. 

o Input: 
 keywords - the keywords to use for querying. 

o Return value: 
 a list of alarms that match the keywords or NULL if querying failed, 

respectively no matching alarms have been found. 
 

• incidentsList* fdeQueryLocalIncident(char **keywords) 
This function facilitates the querying of the local incidents repository based on the set of 

      keywords submitted. 
o Input: 

 keywords - the keywords to use for querying. 
o Return value: 

 a list of local incidents that match the keywords or NULL if smth. has 
gone wrong, respectively no matching local incidents have been found. 

 
 

• incidentsList* fdeQueryExternalIncident(char **keywords) 
This function facilitates the querying of the external incidents repository based on the set of 

      keywords submitted. 
o Input: 

 keywords - the keywords to use for querying. 
o Return value: 

 a list of external incidents that match the keywords or NULL if smth. has 
gone wrong, respectively no matching external incidents have been found. 
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• incidentsList* fdeQueryAssertedIncident (char **keywords) 
This function facilitates the querying of the asserted incidents repository based on the set of 
keywords submitted. 

o Input: 
 keywords - the keywords to use for querying. 

o Return value: 
 a list of asserted incidents that match the keywords or NULL if smth. has 

gone wrong, respectively no matching asserted incidents have been found. 
 

• int fdeSetIncidentRecovered(detectedIncident* incident) 
This function sets the status of an incident in the repository to recovered. 

o Input: 
 incident - the detected incident to change its status. 

o Return value: 
 0 if processing was ok, otherwise 1. 

 
 

• int fdeSetAlarmCleared(Alarm* alarmInfo) 
This function sets the status of an alarm in the repository to cleared. 

o Input: 
 alarmInfo - the alarm information to change its status. 

o Return value: 
 0 if processing was ok, otherwise 1. 
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APPENDIX D 

Examples 
 
In this section we provide some examples of how the APIs can be used to employ the services 
provided by the FDE. The examples provided here can be found in the source code of the user 
bricks under trunk/C/bricks/FDE/usr*.c. In order to exercise the following examples you need to 
include a set of header files into your brick. 
 
In the case of using the raw API: 
#include "entity.h" 
#include "fdeClientInitialisation.h" 
#include "detectedIncident.h" 
#include "fdeUtilityFunctions.h" 
#include "fdeUtilityFunctions_decl.h" 
#include "service.h" 
#include "fdeServiceTypes.h" 
#include "alarm.h" 
#include "thresholdInformation.h" 
 
In the case of using the high level API: 
#include "fde.h" 
#include "fde_decl.h" 
 

 
Initialization  
 
Using the FDE utility functions: 
 
A typical example that demonstrates low level API initialization can be found under 
trunk/C/bricks/FDE/usrBrickFDE1.c 
 
/** The entity that represents the Local Incidents Registry. */ 
NSSTATIC Entity localIncidentsRegistry; 
/** The entity that represents the External Incidents Registry. */ 
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NSSTATIC Entity externalIncidentsRegistry; 
/** The entity that represents the Asserted Incidents Registry. */ 
NSSTATIC Entity assertedIncidentsRegistry; 
/** The entity that represents the Alarm Registry. */ 
NSSTATIC Entity alarmRegistry; 
/** The entity that represents the IDE. */ 
NSSTATIC Entity ide; 
/** The entity that represents the ANM. */ 
NSSTATIC Entity anm; 
 
…… 
 
// init the entities 
localIncidentsRegistry = createEntity(); 
externalIncidentsRegistry = createEntity(); 
assertedIncidentsRegistry = createEntity(); 
alarmRegistry = createEntity(); 
ide = createEntity(); 
anm = createEntity(); 
 
/*----------------------------------------*/ 
/* Start here the initialization  */ 
anaL2_initDefault(); 
initFDEUtilityFunctions(myminmex->labelSize); 
// register at the KVR with usrBrickFDE1 
// register also a callback (to run in a different thread) at the IDP published in the KVR 
serviceIDP = anaL2_publish(NODE_LABEL, ".", 2, "usrBrickFDE1", 
strlen("usrBrickFDE1")+1, recv_msg, THREAD); 
if (!serviceIDP) { 
 anaPrint(ANA_ERR, "brick_start --> cannot publish main service IDP\n"); 
 anaL0_stopANA(); 
} 
 
// get the information about the components of the FDE and fill the entities 
// representing them with the information obtained 
ideInterface = anaL2_resolve(NODE_LABEL, ".", 2, "IncidentInformationDissemination", 
strlen("IncidentInformationDissemination")+1, 'u', NULL, 0); 
anmInterface = anaL2_resolve(NODE_LABEL, ".", 2, "AutonomicNodeManager", 
strlen("AutonomicNodeManager")+1, 'u', NULL, 0); 
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localIncidentsRegistryInterface = anaL2_resolve(NODE_LABEL, ".", 2, 
"LocalIncidentsRegistry", strlen("LocalIncidentsRegistry")+1, 'u', NULL, 0); 
externalIncidentsRegistryInterface = anaL2_resolve(NODE_LABEL, ".", 2, 
"externalIncidentsRegistry", strlen("externalIncidentsRegistry")+1, 'u', NULL, 0); 
assertedIncidentsRegistryInterface = anaL2_resolve(NODE_LABEL, ".", 2, 
"assertedIncidentsRegistry", strlen("assertedIncidentsRegistry")+1, 'u', NULL, 0); 
alarmRegistryInterface = anaL2_resolve(NODE_LABEL, ".", 2, 
"localAndExternalAlarmsRepository", strlen("localAndExternalAlarmsRepository")+1, 'u', 
NULL, 0); 
 
initAlarmRegistry(&alarmRegistry, alarmRegistryInterface); 
initAssertedIncidentsRegistry(&assertedIncidentsRegistry, assertedIncidentsRegistryInterface); 
initExternalIncidentsRegistry(&externalIncidentsRegistry, externalIncidentsRegistryInterface); 
initLocalIncidentsRegistry(&localIncidentsRegistry, localIncidentsRegistryInterface); 
initIDE(&ide, ideInterface); 
 
Using the high level API: 
fdeInit(“usrBrickFDE1_FDE”, myminmex); 

 
 
How to Store Alarm/Incident Information being self-described by 
an ANA brick, into the FDE/CDE Repositories 
 
Using the FDE utility functions: 
 
// get the test object to store in the repository 
// look at testObjects.h in trunk/C/bricks/FDE for examples of creating alarm/incident objects 
detectedIncident incdt = getTestObject1_detectedIncident(); 
 
// variables to store the converted messages 
xrpMsg_t msg = NULL, msg1 = NULL, tosend = NULL; 
 
// help variables 
int msgLen = 0; 
 
anaPrint(ANA_DEBUG, "Failure on the local node detected ...\n"); 
 
if (localIncidentsRegistry.entityInterface == NULL) { 
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 // if no repository to report the incident information to 
 anaPrint(ANA_DEBUG, 
   "No repository found to store the information !!!\n"); 
 return; 
} 
 
// convert the incident to a message 
msg = convertIncidentToXRP(&incdt); 
 
// add the service id 
msgLen = getXRPMessageLength(msg); 
msg = addServiceID(STORE_INCIDENT_INFORMATION, msg, msgLen); 
 
 
Using the high level API: 
int result =  fdeInit(“usrBrickFDE1_FDE”, myminmex); 
if (!result) { 
 anaPrint(ANA_ERR, “Unable to initialize the FDE environment\n”); 
} 
 
eventInformationObject *obj = fdeGetEventInformationObject(); 
fdeAddEventInformation(obj, INCIDENT_ID, “EXAMPLE_OF_A_FAILURE”);  
… … 
fdeLogIncident(obj); 
 
The storing of alarm information works similar. The only difference is that the convert/logging  
functions related to an alarm information object have to be used.  
 
 

How to make an ANA Brick Register at a Repository or at the IDE 
for receiving Incident/Alarm information of interest 
 
Using the FDE utility functions: 
// xrp messages to use 
xrpMsg_t toworkon = (xrpMsg_t)0, toworkonCommand = (xrpMsg_t)0; 
 
// variables for the client 
char *keywords1[] = {"TCP", "header", "IP", "wrong address", NULL}; 
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alarmIncidentFilter filter; 
clientDescription client; 
Entity entCl = createEntity(); 
 
// setup a client to register 
entCl.entityID = "TCP driver"; 
entCl.entityInterface = serviceIDP; 
entCl.entityDescription = "TCP driver version 1.3"; 
entCl.entityLocation = "localhost"; 
client.id = &entCl; 
filter.keywords = keywords1; 
filter.next = (alarmIncidentFilter *)0; 
client.filter = &filter; 
client.next = (clientDescription *)0; 
 
toworkon = convertClientDescriptionToXRP(&client); 
toworkonCommand= addServiceID(  
REGISTER_AT_REPOSITORY_FOR_INCIDENT_INFORMATION_DISSEMINATION, 
toworkon, getXRPMessageLength(toworkon)); 
 
if (localIncidentsRegistry.entityInterface == NULL) { 
 // if no repository to report the incident information to 
 anaPrint(ANA_DEBUG, "No repository found to register !!!\n"); 
 return; 
} 
 
// if there is a registered Local Incidents Registry in the KVR 
anaPrint(ANA_DEBUG, "Register to the Local Incidents Repository ...\n"); 
anaL0_send((anaLabel_t)(localIncidentsRegistry.entityInterface), toworkonCommand,    

getXRPMessageLength(&toworkonCommand[1]) + 1); 
 
 
Using the high level API: 
char *keywords1[] = {"TCP", "header", "IP", "wrong address", NULL}; 
int result =  fdeInit(“usrBrickFDE1_FDE”, myminmex); 
if (!result) { 
 anaPrint(ANA_ERR, “Unable to initialize the FDE environment\n”); 
} 
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result = fdeRegister(LOCAL_INCIDENTS_REPOSITORY, “IP”, serviceIDP, “localhost”, “IP 
Compartment” ,keywords); 
if (!result) { 
 anaPrint(ANA_ERR, “Registering at the Local Incidents Repository failed\n”); 
}  
 

 
Querying a Repository 
 
Using the FDE utility functions: 
 
// xrp messages to use 
xrpMsg_t msg = (xrpMsg_t)0, msg1 = (xrpMsg_t)0, tosend = (xrpMsg_t)0; 
 
int msgLen = 0; 
 
// keywords to use for querying 
char *qkeywords[] = {"TCP", "header", "IP", "wrong address", NULL}; 
 
… … 
msg = convertKeywordsToXRP(qkeywords); 
msg1 = convertAnEntityInterfaceToXRP(serviceIDP1); // serviceIDP1 has to be a legal IDP 
msgLen = getXRPMessageLength(msg) + getXRPMessageLength(msg1) + 1 
   + sizeof(short); 
tosend = (xrpMsg_t)malloc(msgLen*sizeof(char)); 
concatXRP(tosend, 0, msg, getXRPMessageLength(msg)); 
concatXRP(tosend, getXRPMessageLength(tosend), msg1, getXRPMessageLength(msg1) + 1 + 
2); 
tosend = addServiceID(QUERY_ALARM_REPOSITORY, tosend, msgLen); 
 
 
The callback function attached to serviceIDP1 e.g. recv_msg1: 
 
NSSTATIC void AGENTCLASSMEMBER recv_msg1(struct anaL2_message *msg ) { 
 
 /** A variable for the list with events to get after querying the repository. */ 

hashEntry *list = NULL; 
 Alarm *resAlarm = NULL; 
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 // counters 
 int counter = 0; 
 
 anaPrint(ANA_DEBUG, "A message received from the local node compartment.\n"); 
 
 // convert the msg to a list of events 
 list = convertXRPtoEventsList(msg->data); 
 
 anaPrint(ANA_DEBUG, "------------------- Querying Results ------------------\n"); 
 while (list) { 
 
  anaPrint (ANA_DEBUG, "Alarm at position #%d\n", ++counter); 
  anaPrint(ANA_DEBUG, "\n" ); 
 
  resAlarm = (Alarm *)list->content; 
  … … 

} 
 
 

 
Using the high level API:  
char *keywords[] = {"TCP", "header", "IP", "wrong address", NULL}; 
int result =  fdeInit(“usrBrickFDE1_FDE”, myminmex); 
if (!result) { 
 anaPrint(ANA_ERR, “Unable to initialize the FDE environment\n”); 
} 
 
alarmsList* list =  fdeQueryAlarm(keywords); 
while (list) { 
 … … 
 list = list->next; 
} 
 

Using the Flooding Compartment 
 
Using the FDE utility functions: 
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Registering: 
if (floodingEntityInterface != NULL) { 
 // if the flooding entity is available 
 
 // send a register string  
 anaL0_send(floodingEntityInterface,"FLOODING_REGISTER", 

strlen("FLOODING_REGISTER)+1); 
} 
 
 
Disseminating information over the flooding compartment: 
 
// enocde the incident and the entities  
msg = convertIncidentToXRP(incident); 
msg1 = convertClientDescriptionToXRP(remoteEntities); 
if (msg == (xrpMsg_t)0 || msg1 == (xrpMsg_t)0) { 
 // if the event or the entities have not been successfully converted 
 return -1; 
} 
 
// build the dissemination request 
msgLen = getXRPMessageLength(msg); 
msgLen1 = getXRPMessageLength(msg1); 
tosend = (xrpMsg_t)malloc(sizeof(char)*(msgLen + msgLen1 + 1)); 
if (tosend == (xrpMsg_t)0) { 
 return -1; 
} 
concatXRP(tosend, 0, msg1, msgLen1); 
 
msg = addServiceID(REPORT_INCIDENT, msg, msgLen); 
concatXRP(tosend, msgLen1, msg, msgLen+1); 
 
tosend = addServiceID(DISSEMINATE_FLOODING_MESSAGE, tosend, msgLen + msgLen1 + 
1); 
anaL0_send((anaLabel_t)(floodingEntity.entityInterface), tosend, msgLen + msgLen1 + 2); 
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Receiving  information over the flooding compartment: 
 
Important: When receiving information you have to take care of informing the flooding 
compartment of whether the message is known or not. This is done in the following manner: 
 
#include “fdeUtilityFunctions_decl.h” 
 
… 
 
// if the incident is already known 
char *responce = (char)XRP_MESSAGE_KNOWN; // or XRP_MESSAGE_UNKNOWN 
anaL0_send((anaLabel_t)( floodingEntity.entityInterface), responce, 1); 
 
Using the high level API: Currently not available 
 
 
 

Using the Gossiping Compartment 
 
Using the FDE utility functions:  
The procedure is the same as in the previous section, but with the use of 
DISSEMINATE_GOSSIP_MESSAGE  and "GOSSIPING_REGISTER"  instead.  
 
Using the high level API: Currently not available 
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APPENDIX E 

In this section, the interaction flows that are implemented, in order to handle incidents – 
faults/errors/failures - are presented and discussed. Furthermore, the periodical tasks, which 
realize the reinitiating of the processes of Autonomic Fault-Management with respect to pending 
incidents and alarms i.e. incidents and alarms that have not been cleared by a back-to-
life/recovery message or as a result of Fault-Removal, are illustrated and motivated. 
 
Figure 16 describes the case when a local entity has detected an incident related to the local 
node. In this situation the incident knowledge has to be stored in the Local Incidents Registry, 
and disseminated (if needed) over the IDE. As in the cases of alarm processing (section 5) the 
ANM has to get notified of the incident and the appropriate FDLI function 
(reasonForAnIncident) has to be invoked, so that a process of Fault-
Diagnosis/Localization/Isolation is accordingly triggered. Figure 17 illustrates the same case as 
the previous sequence diagram with the difference that the listener version is selected.  
 
While processing an incident we also have to distinguish between a local and an external 
incident. The difference is based on the different repositories that have to be used – the Local 
Incidents Registry that stores faults/errors/failures concerning  local entities and respectively the 
External Incidents Registry that stores information about external entities that are currently 
reported to be experiencing faults/errors/failures.  
 
The next type of incidents that is to be handled is the faults/errors/failures related to 
external/remote entities. The sequences concerning network/remote incidents are presented in the 
figures 18, 19, and to some extend 20. When a network incident is detected by a local functional 
block (figure 18) the information has to be disseminated to the other nodes because of the 
detected fault/error/failure being a problem of relevance for entities beyond the scope of the 
current node. This dissemination is triggered over the IDE of the local FDE and respectively via 
the IDE compartment in the context of the ANA project. After that, the local fault/error/failure-
detector has to store the knowledge about the incident locally in the External Incidents Registry 
that subsequently has to notify the ANM, and invoke the corresponding function of the FDLI 
block, thereby triggering a process of Fault-Diagnosis/Localization/Isolation. The same flow is 
also presented in its listener version (figure 19), relying on the callback mechanism of the 
repository to start the knowledge dissemination using the IDE compartment. The flow after an 
incident has been detected somewhere in the network and the knowledge about it arrives at the 
local IDE is depicted in figure 20. In this case, we have to consider that the information coming 
from the network could also be related to a local entity. Depending on the location of the 
functional block that the incident is related to, the right repository has to be selected - External 
Incidents Registry in the case of an incident concerning a remote entity, and the Asserted 
Incidents Registry if a local entity is deemed to be faulty by a remote functional block. This 
asserted knowledge concerning local clients can be used to trigger self-examination and self-
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healing on the node. After the right cache to store the information has been selected, the registry 
has to inform the ANM and invoke the respective FDLI function. 
 
Because of the complexity of the systems that might be clients of the framework and the 
constantly changing environmental constraints and states, it is possible that a Fault-
Diagnosis/Localization/Isolation fails at the current moment but has the potential to be 
successful in a later stage. On the other hand, all the local functional blocks and the components 
of the FDE have to get periodically informed about pending alarms/faults/errors/failures in order 
to be aware of the current challenges and problems within the network. This periodical 
dissemination of critical information to the ANM and to the components of the framework, 
especially to the FDLI functions, may also have positive effects on solving problems like 
starvation of some Fault-Diagnosis/Localization/Isolation tasks, due to a sort of scheduling 
algorithm that is not suitable to the properties of these tasks.  Summarizing – there is the 
requirement on the repositories to start and manage periodical threads/tasks/processes that each 
time check the contents of the corresponding cache, extract all alarms/failures/errors/faults that 
have not been cleared, e.g. through some kind of back-to-life/recovery messages, invoke the 
corresponding FDLI function and disseminate them again to the interested local clients, external 
IDEs, and to the ANM of the local node. The sequence diagram in figure 21 provides an 
overview of the actions to be undertaken by such a periodical task relating to a single 
fault/error/failure. In addition figure 22 describes the actions that concern an alarm, which has 
not been cleared. 

 
Figure 16:  Processing a local incident that was detected on the local node. 
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Figure 17:  Listener version of the flow for processing a local incident that was detected on the local 
node. 

 

 
Figure 18: Handling of a network incident that was detected on the local node. 
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Figure 19: Handling of a network incident that was detected on the local node – listener version. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 20: Processing of incident information coming from the network via the local IDE. 
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Figure 21: The actions to be undertaken by the periodical task concerning any uncleared incidents. 
* denotes an arbitrary registry and the flag “incidentNotCleared” contains the state of the 
particular incident – failure/error/fault 

 

 
Figure 22: The actions to be undertaken by the periodical task concerning any alarms that have not 
been cleared. 
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